Mechanism-based targeting of NMDA receptor functions.
NMDA receptors (NRs) are key signaling proteins in the central nervous system and represent important targets for drug development in several neurologic disorders. They are critically involved with fundamental brain processes, and thus indiscriminate pharmacological suppression of NR currents has seen only modest therapeutic success so far. Targeting harmful NR receptor activities while sparing the receptor's vital functions requires a better understanding of the complexity of NR activation reaction; of the range of mechanisms that modulate discrete receptor activities; and of the consequences of this modulation on specific receptor functions. A quantitative account of the NR activation pathway was recently proposed and validated. It describes the gating reaction as a sequential, multi-step process rather than a binary, on-off switch. Alongside isoform-specific modulators, state-specific modulators may represent sophisticated interventions with high potential for narrow, functional specificity. Here I review physiologic mechanisms that control NR responses; the salient features of the NR activation reaction; and discuss the model's validity and its implications for drug development and characterization.